IAC STOREFRONT
ONLINE ORDERING AND ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT FOR THE WIN!

IAC Storefront brings you all the benefits of online ordering with a robust account
management system that will make life easier for everybody at your company.

PROJECT MANAGERS: MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFITS
Order More Than 110,000 Products 24/7/365
IAC Storefront gives you the power to browse IAC’s extensive
inventory, place orders, and utilize all network functions at whatever
time works best for your schedule.

Check IAC Inventory
Checking inventory levels on IAC Storefront is as easy as using the
search bar. Inventory levels of search results are shown according
to IAC location. If the IAC location of your choice doesn’t have an item
in-stock, we’ll work hard to order it from another IAC branch or from
the manufacturer.

Shopping Lists Categorize Frequently Ordered Product Groupings
IAC Storefront’s Shopping Lists will help you to streamline your ordering process. This feature allows
you to create individual product ordering lists based on your most frequently used products and
categorize them according to the project, location, and relevance. Plus, Shopping Lists gives you
the power to consistently adjust each list as you see fit. Simply remove products when they are not
needed, add new ones to the list, or adjust quantities as requirements change.

BOOKKEEPERS: STREAMLINE YOUR WORKFLOW
Access Statements, Invoices and Payment History
IAC Storefront provides you with convenient, 24-hour access to all of
your IAC accounts-payable information, including the option to view
both open and paid invoices, as well as all open transactions. It’s easy
to keep track of current and past payments so your own invoices can
be sent in a more timely manner, improving overall efficiency and
cash flow.
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Schedule and Organize Orders Easily
There’s no guesswork when ordering from IAC Storefront. Once it’s time to process your order
request via Storefront’s Shopping Cart, simply provide the address information of where you want
your order to be shipped, as well as a requested shipment date. IAC then does everything possible
to ensure that your products arrive where and when you need them. This allows you to optimize your
schedule and keep orders organized and out of your crew’s way. Plus, you also have the option to add
frequently ordered products to Order Pad. This feature eliminates the need for searching for items
that you know will need to be purchased in the future.

Access Your Order History
Review past orders with ease by visiting IAC Storefront’s Order History section. All past orders are
conveniently displayed in order of the date purchased. You also have the ability to browse individual
orders by month, year or item number. This makes it easy to pinpoint the exact products used on a
past job, or repeat orders as needed.

Manage Your IAC Account Details
With IAC Storefront, updating your account profile is as simple as navigating your curser towards the
Edit Account section. There, you will be able to change your contact information and password in a
matter of seconds.

Organize Projects Using Online Orders
Project organization is a piece-of-cake when you make your purchases on IAC Storefront. When it’s
time to check out, simply assign a specific I.D. number to your order based on the project it will be
used for. This allows you to keep purchases conveniently organized by project, simplifying both. Best
of all, online orders can be organized according to project in a variety of ways, either individually using
Order Pad or by list using Shopping List.
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GETTING STARTED WITH IAC STOREFRONT IS EASY
To simplify the process of accessing IAC Storefront, many of our customers have been
equipped with an initial IAC Storefront username and password. Ask your IAC sales
representative to help you get set up today.
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